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1. Like Russia, China’s government is a fusion of
organized crime & intelligence. Drugs and sex-trafficking
(aka, the global rape trade) are primary drivers for their
dark economy. And like Russia, they use industries in
western democracies to invest & launder their blood
money.

Sam Cooper
@scoopercooper

BC #publicinquiry EXCLUSIVE : Kwok Chung Tam, the alleged 
‘heavyweight’ Big Circle Boys opioid trafficker and Richmond 
casino loan shark, could be poster child for BC inquiry into 
#vanre real estate money laundering 
globalnews.ca/news/5277136/a… #bcpoli @jonmccomb980 
@BC1 @globalnews

133 11:15 AM - May 16, 2019

105 people are talking about this

Alleged ‘heavyweight’ gangster could be poster child for B.C.’…
Allegations against Kwok Chung Tam could illustrate how the
Vancouver-area real estate market may have been exploited by
globalnews.ca

2. Those monies are now so vast, there are not enough vehicles to launder it. It’s

spilling over. This is why they need their own assets in power in those same

democracies. They need the legal guardrails stripped away, so that the money can

flow without any hurdles.

3. Because that’s how much money there is in the second economy of organized

crime.  

 

Our failure to call out these assets, like Trump, for what they are - and always have

been, will reduce our democracies to lawless states.

4. Start calling these men and women what they are.
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4. Sta t ca g t ese e  a d wo e  w at t ey a e. 

Money-launderers for global organized crime.  

Mobsters.

5.

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

2/ Let's say we've had 25 yrs of a gaggle of rich fucks, running 
their rackets (throughout the former Soviet block) - and robbing a 
world power blind. 
 
How much money is that? 
 
I mean... Putin hasn't been there the whole time, but he's been 
there long enough. AND...

618 1:27 AM - May 10, 2018

211 people are talking about this

6.
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There is an entire, second global economy - built on vice. 
It was imagined in 1918 and first constructed in 1920 - only to 
solidify by 1934, and grow. 
It is not taxed.  
The mob doesn't spend money to make money. They steal and 
extort.  
They don't invest. They launder.  
And... /1

1,483 12:29 AM - Feb 3, 2019

907 people are talking about this

7. The propaganda is to distract and lull us away from seeing the corruption. It’s a

social control device of the dark economy. Please get this, it’s critical.  

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Holding Trump accountable for his rhetoric, lies, & corruption is 
not hateful or an act of social division. It's the absolute duty of the 
free press. 
Further, MSM press must also now consider and investigate 
HOW & WHY the President is so adept at Russian propaganda 
techniques. /1

2,507 12:47 PM - Oct 25, 2018

1,491 people are talking about this

8. Pinned tweet in this account is a thread of threads on organized crime - and our

President’s history as one of the second economy’s prime money-launderers

(exhaustively sourced).  

 

But if you just want the cliff note...⬇  

- end - 
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These mutha f*ckers are mobsters 
y'all.#VodkaWorksnewsweek.com/trumps-alleged…

438 2:22 AM - Aug 19, 2017

244 people are talking about this

Trump lost his bid to build Sydney's first casino due to his alle…
Australian authorities rejected Trump's bid as "dangerous."

newsweek.com
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